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Relationships Between Modes
The data analyzer has five modes: Communications, Setup, Multimeter, In-
ternal, and Data-Log. The operations in the Communications, Setup, and
Multimeter modes are closely interrelated.

The are the three basic configurations under which the data analyzer can be
used.

Configuration A
• Connection of the data analyzer to a graphic scientific calculator

• Control of the data analyzer using commands from the calculator

• Data sampling by the data analyzer

• Transfer of data from the data analyzer to the calculator

• Data analysis

Configuration B
• Data sampling using manual operations

• Transfer of data from the data analyzer to the calculator

• Data analysis

Configuration C
• Using the data analyzer as a stand-alone tester (no data storage or trans-

fer of data to a calculator)

Configuration A uses the Communications Mode only. It makes it possible to
use the features and functions of the data analyzer to their full potential, and
to execute a series of programmed commands when the CFX-9850G is the
connected calculator.

With Configuration B, the Communications Mode is used for actual sampling,
while the Setup Mode is used for setting up for the sampling. Transfer of data
to the calculator can be performed using manual operation, making it possi-
ble to use the data analyzer effectively without programming. This type of
configuration is best for such applications as simple experiments.

Configuration C uses the Multimeter Mode, in which sampled data appears
on the screen of the data analyzer in real time.

As for the remaining modes, the Data-Log Mode is used with Configuration A
and Configuration B to view sampled data on the data analyzer ’s display,
while the Internal Mode can be used to check the system voltage of the data
analyzer.
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Communications Mode
The purpose of the Communications Mode is data sampling. While in this
mode, the data analyzer receives setup commands from a connected calcu-
lator, performs sampling, and then sends the sample data to the calculator.
This mode has three data analyzer states: READY, SAMPLING, DONE.

READY
The data analyzer enters the READY state (indicated by the READY indica-
tor on its display) when a setup command (Command 3) is received from the
calculator. In this state, the data analyzer is standing by for receipt of a data
sampling trigger signal.

SAMPLING
Receipt of a trigger signal while the data analyzer is in the READY state,
causes the data analyzer to enter the SAMPLING state. The SAMPLING
indicator flashes on the data analyzer display to indicate that sampling is in
progress.

DONE
The data analyzer enters the DONE state (indicated by the DONE indicator
on its display) after data sampling is finished. Sampled data can be recalled
from the calculator while the data analyzer is in the DONE state.

The sample display screen shown below indicates that the data analyzer is in
the Communications Mode and that data is being sampled using the tem-
perature probe, which is connected to CH1. It also shows that absolute time
data is being recorded.

Multimeter Mode
In this mode, the data analyzer functions as a tester that can perform a vari-
ety of different sampling operations using a selection of units. This mode can
be used to sample voltage, resistance, current, period, frequency, and dis-
tance (in meters or feet). Sampling can be performed using CH1, CH2, CH3,
SONIC, or DIG IN.
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To enter the Multimeter Mode, press the [MODE] key while in the Communi-
cations Mode. Press [MODE] again to return to the Communications Mode.
The data analyzer is in the Multimeter Mode when the MULTIMETER indica-
tor is on the display.

To perform Multimeter Mode measurements using the SONIC channel, for
example, press [MODE] to enter the Multimeter Mode and then press [CH-
view] three times to select the SONIC channel. Measurement results appear
on the display of the data analyzer.

In addition to using the [CH-View] key to change the sampling channel as
described above, you can also use the [DataLOG] key in the Multimeter Mode
to change the sampling unit. The sampling unit can also be changed by sending
Command 6 from a connected graphic scientific calculator.

• The data analyzer’s Auto Power Off feature is disabled in the Multimeter
Mode.

Internal Mode
This mode measures the voltage being supplied to the data analyzer’s inter-
nal system by its batteries.

In the Communications Mode, press [INTERNAL] to enter the Internal Mode,
which is indicated when the INTERNAL indicator is on the display. The value
that appears indicates the system voltage being supplied from the batteries
loaded in the data analyzer. The sample display below shows that the batter-
ies are supplying a total of 4.8 volts.

Pressing [MODE] or [INTERNAL] while in the Internal Mode returns to the
Communications Mode.

P.54
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Data-Log Mode
This mode is for displaying data stored in data analyzer memory. Pressing
[DataLOG] while in the Communications Mode enters the Data-Log Mode,
which is indicated by the DATA-LOG indicator on the display.

When you enter the Data-Log Mode, the channel indicator of the first channel
for which there is data in memory starts to flash, and the first data item for
that channel appears on the display. Each press of [DataLOG] advances
sequentially through the data items, and the DONE indicator appears when
the final data item in memory is on the display.

The following describes key operations in the Data-Log Mode.

• [SHIFT] [DataLOG] displays the previous data item.

• Pressing [DataLOG] while the last data item for a channel is on the display
jumps up to the first data item for that channel. Pressing [SHIFT] [DataLOG]
while the first data item displayed jumps down to the last data item.

• [CH-View] changes to another channel.

The following shows a typical example of data displayed in the Data-Log
Mode.

Pressing [MODE] or [HALT] while in the Data-Log Mode returns to the Com-
munications Mode.

• The Data-Log Mode can be entered only when there is sampled data in
data analyzer memory.

• If data has been Stat post-processed, the Data-Log Mode display shows
only the mean value.
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Setup Mode
This mode lets you set up the data analyzer manually without an external
program for simple sampling jobs using an Auto-ID probe.

In the Communications Mode, press [SHIFT] [MODE] to enter the Setup Mode,
which is indicated by the READY, SAMPLING, and DONE indicators all flash-
ing on the display. Once in the Setup Mode, you can specify the sample time,
the number of samples, whether or not time data should be recorded, and
whether the time data should be absolute or relative.

• All settings other than those specifically mentioned above revert to their
defaults and any sample data currently stored in the data analyzer’s
memory is cleared whenever you use the Setup Mode to manually change
settings.

The following is the procedure for using the Setup Mode to make manual
settings.

• Be sure to connect an Auto-ID probe to the analog channel or SONIC
channel before starting a manual setup procedure.

1. In the Communications Mode, press [SHIFT] [MODE] to enter the Setup
Mode (indicated by the READY, SAMPLING, and DONE indicators flash-
ing on the display).

• The first setting you can make immediately after your enter the Setup
Mode is the sample time (indicated by the “mSec” or “Sec” indicator on the
display). The current time setting also appears on the display.*1

2. Press [DataLOG] to scroll forward through the available settings and
[SHIFT] [DataLOG] to scroll back.

• Available sample time settings are: 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 (mSec), 1, 2,
5, 10, 20, 30, 60 (Sec), .000. Selecting .000 indicates manual sampling
that is triggered whenever [TRIGGER] is pressed.

3. When the setting you want to use is displayed, press [TRIGGER] to regis-
ter it and advance to setting of the number of samples. The current setting
for this item appears on the display.*2

4. Press [DataLOG] to scroll forward through the available settings and
[SHIFT] [DataLOG] to scroll back.

• Available number of sample settings are: 10, 20 (initial default), 30, 50,
100, 200.

5. When the setting you want to use is displayed, press [TRIGGER] to regis-
ter it and advance to time recording settings (indicated by the “RecTIME”
indicator).

6. Press [DataLOG] scroll forward through the available settings and [SHIFT]
[DataLOG] to scroll back.

• Available time recording settings are: 0: time recording off (initial default),
1: time recording on (absolute), 2: time recording on (relative). Selecting
absolute time causes the “Abs.” indicator to appear, while relative time
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displays the “Rel.” indicator.

7. When the setting you want to use is displayed, press [TRIGGER] to regis-
ter it and return to the Communications Mode.

• At this time confirm that an Auto-ID probe is connected and make sure
that the READY indicator is on the display of the data analyzer, indicating
it is in the READY state.*3

*1 If the setting is greater than 999, it is automatically changed to 999.

*2 If the current setting is real-time (–1), the value shown here is the initial
default value 20.

*3 Though the distance sensor is not an Auto-ID probe, it still can be identi-
fied by the data analyzer. If the data analyzer cannot correctly identify the
distance sensor, press [SHIFT] [HALT] (RESTART). Next, point the dis-
tance sensor at the floor to make it easier for the data analyzer to identify
it.

Note the following points when setting up the data analyzer manually.

• Only Auto-ID probes can be used. Though the distance sensor is not an
Auto-ID probe, it also can be used.

• Only the [TRIGGER] key can be used to trigger a sampling operation.

• Post-processing, conversion equations, etc. and other parameters not
specified in the above procedure are reset to their initial defaults. Note
that data filtering cannot be used in this case.

Auto-ID Probes
Auto-ID allows the data analyzer to identify the type of probe currently con-
nected to a channel and automatically make applicable settings to accom-
modate it. All of the three probes that come with the data analyzer support
Auto-ID.

Each Auto-ID probe has a unique resistance value that is sensed when you
plug it into the data analyzer’s CH1, CH2, CH3 (analog) channels or SONIC
channel. When you plug an Auto-ID probe into the data analyzer, it detects
this resistance value, identifies the probe, initializes its settings accordingly
by loading the appropriate conversion equations for the selected channel,
enables the channel.
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